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EXPLORE A NEW UNIVERSE RIGHT IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD 

 

TURN YOUR POOL INTO AN INTERGALATIC ADVENTURE 

WITH THE AQUAGLOW™ UNDERWATER LIGHT STARSHIP™ 

 

 

Scottsdale, AZ. (Summer 2008) – Now you can travel to a new dimension- 

without ever leaving the backyard-  with the innovative new AquaGlow™ 

Underwater Light Starship™ from GAME™, makers of the widely popular 

Underwater Light Show™.  Utilizing LED technology, the AquaGlow 

Starship creates a unique lighting experience for your pool that transports 

you into a galaxy of light and color. 

 Truly out of this world, the starship will amaze friends and family as it 

fills the pool with rotating patterns of dazzling light and color. Your 

swimming pool becomes a virtual disco ball as the Underwater Light 

Starship takes off with ten different and surprising light shows.  

 The fun never ends with the Underwater Light Starship! Designed 

with a special rotating option, colors and patterns twist and turn inside the 

water keeping the show a continuous surprise. 

 Get your groove on as colorful rays of dancing light bring an exciting 

party atmosphere to your backyard. Equipped with 30 specially designed 

lenses which magnify the light from the LEDs, the starship flashes reds 
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blues and greens creating a constellation of various patterns and colors!  Add 

extra starships to larger pools for an even more dramatic show. 

 For hours of continuous fun, set the custom auto-off timer for one, 

two, three or even four hours. With four AA batteries (not included), the 

Underwater Light Starship is easy to use and fully functional right out of the 

box. 

 The AquaGLow Underwater Light Starship is available nationwide 

for an approximate retail price of $29.99. 

 

GAME (Great American Merchandise & Events) is recognized worldwide 

for its extensive line of pool and spa accessories including the popular 

Underwater Light Show™, as well as Derby Duck ® and Turbo Turtle ® 

fundraising events that have generated millions of fundraising dollars for 

charities across the globe. For more information and to see the latest GAME 

products, please visit www.game-group.com 
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